
SUMERIAN WRITING ACTIVITY FOR FIRST GRADE

Find the latest teaching resources and ideas for the elementary and middle I did the "Make Cuneiform Tablets" activity
that goes along with The First Writing.

Pictographs evolved over the years into stylized symbols, where each symbol represented a sound instead of
representing a word. Having a surplus of food allowed some people to specialize. II; 5. Give each group a clay
tablet to work from. These items included the wheel, and Wheeled platform carts and chariots , the sailboat,
the plow and plowseeder, irrigation, the hoe, many other tools, and finally a written set of laws. While harsh
by our standards, these laws and punishments were the cornerstone of the idea of rule by law verses rule by
decree and the idea of rule by law is a cornerstone of our own government. When they have finished the
practice sheet, give each student a clay 'tablet' and a stylus. Instead, it has characters represent words or word
parts, or syllables or syllable parts. Darius 5. It had been thousands of years since anyone had written or read
cuneiform. It began as pictographs, pictures of things that acted as words. VII; 5. I am a student. Leave the
third column blank for the students to try drawing the character freehand. True False  Some questions might
be: How is cuneiform writing like writing in English? Compare the Code of Hammurabi with the laws of the
United States today. Some people became metal workers, some became builders, some became brick makers,
and a priest caste developed. Discuss how the Ancient Sumerians might have created the earliest version of
each symbol. In Sumer, a priest was a very important person. What Does Cuneiform Look Like? The priests
were in charge of the irrigation projects and ensured that all farmers were provided with the water they needed
to grow crops. Why is having a written form of communication important to a civilization? The area that used
to be called Mesopotamia is now where the countries of Iraq, Syria, Turkey and Iran can be found. They listed
their sales and purchases. That is to translate an unknown language with only partial meanings known. How is
it different? As the civilization of Sumer started to decline, other civilizations continued to use the Sumerian
written symbols. Walker for translations with an exercise that allows them to write and draw Cuneiform and
English translations. As you read this sentence, you are probably not thinking about the lines and dots that
make up the letters in each word. Cuneiform was first written by the Sumerian people who lived in ancient
Mesopotamia. II, V c Use maps to show the spread of empires. To unlock this lesson you must be a Study.
How can historians and scientists use cuneiform to learn about Mesopotamia? Advise students of upcoming
unit test. The surplus of food allowed the Sumerians to settle in one place and build permanent structures.
Have a sample piece of modeling clay and wooden stylus, and demonstrate how they would use the clay as a
writing surface. They not only invented writing, they also invented the first sailboat and the wheel - three very
important inventions in ancient times, each having a huge effect on the culture of these ancient people.
Ultimately, the use of cuneiform died out and was replaced with other written languages. To sign their names,
the Sumerians used a a. Have students take turns trying to match the symbol with its translation. Ancient
Sumerians invented writing, and they did with cuneiform. Cuneiform is an ancient system of writing first used
about 3, to 3, BCE.


